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The Elven Soul 

Elven souls reside in what the elves refer to as Saquel (the Sea). They float there until they are called into 

an infant on Soul Day. However, living elven souls are not a single entity, but rather a piecing together of 

eight different elements that form a single soul when bound within a person. If and when an elf dies, their 

soul returns to Saquel, where it splits back into its eight original component pieces. Thus, elements of souls 

may be reincarnated in many different combinations. Tradition says that there are so many souls in Saquel 

that no elven soul has ever been recreated exactly, and the likelihood that it ever would be is nigh 

impossible. 

 

One of the most complex aspects for non-elves to grasp is that time in Saquel does not flow in one direction 

like a river, but is more like the sea, with tides and currents, and no uniform direction. Thus, there is no 

clear past, present, or future in Saquel, so soul pieces may arrive in a child after experiencing lifetimes in 

both the past and the future. The reincarnation of soul elements, then, carries no history of consequence 

or karma, but is, instead, merely a natural process.1 By contrast, time does flow linearly in Nuenadé, so the 

past is more rigidly set than the future.2 Elven scholars debate whether this suggests that all potential future 

paths will play out in a series of parallel planes of existence, or if potential futures disappear as time 

progresses, and are thereby lost forever.3 

 

Souls, Dreams, and Prophecies 

Though elements of an elf’s soul may not have lived previous lives, most pieces of an elf’s soul usually 

have done so, whether in the past or in the future. When elven children are toddlers, they begin to dream, 

and these dreams will often contain images and memories from their soul’s other lives. Dream Scholars, 

who are highly-skilled specialists of the Historian estate, can often use those dream fragments to identify 

which former lives a child’s soul is tied to. These connections may impact a child’s life, to include their 

proficiencies, aptitudes, personalities, and even romantic connections. As children become adults, 

Matchmakers (another Historian specialty) can use these soul elements to make recommendations about 

friendships, romantic relationships, marriage, and having children. 

 

The corollary of examining a soul for past life connections is the possibility of seeing a soul’s memories 

from future lives, which can present unique opportunities for making prophecies. Because the future is not 

                                                
1 [Plot Hook! No person, spirit, or god has the ability to direct where the pieces of a soul go. Or do they? As the Game 
Master (GM), you can decide. And someone who is certainly trying to recreate a dead elf by bringing all their soul 
elements together again would make an excellent plot line.] 
2 [Plot Hook! Changing the past can be a challenge for a GM, but allowing for this possibility--or having a villain who is 
intent on doing so, might be a great story arc.] 
3 [As the GM, you can choose for it to be one or the other of these, which may allow you to create space for multiple 
timelines and/or the use of prophecy, as you choose!] 
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certain, many such predictions may disagree with one another. However, if many memories there are of 

the same future, the more likely it is to come to pass. 

 

Dark Souls 

On rare occasions, certain assemblages of elven souls can create abominations: elves who are twisted, 

dark, and prone to violence, murder, and worse. Though souls are usually free from consequences of past 

lives, Spiritualists have judged that once a piece of a soul has been entangled in darkness, it will become 

tainted and prone to poisoning the Saquel and future individuals. Panels of specialized Spiritualists are 

charged with identifying such corruption individuals, sitting in judgment on them, and carrying out cleansing 

rites. These rites sever all the soul elements from an elf and contain them, to prevent any tainted strand 

from re-entering Saquel, where it might contaminate other souls. The damned souls are forever banned 

from reincarnating into another living being or returning to life in Nuenadé. Such rites are well-guarded 

secrets, practiced only when there is no other alternative nor hope for remediation—for they are a deeply 

dangerous knowledge. 

 

Because of the timelessness of the Saquel, the full implication of destroying souls is not entirely certain. 

When a soul is erased, it is removed from all lives past, present, and future. A soul erased in the future may 

deprive someone living in the present of a soul piece, (and the same is true for a soul destroyed in the 

present, impacting elves in the past). This means that other elves would never have had those soul 

elements in the first place, and would have had another mix of souls instead or perhaps be lacking in the 

appropriate number of soul elements. The impacts for changing the very nature of those elves who currently 

exist, or have existed in the past, is both potentially world-changing and, by its very nature, wildly difficult 

to study. Hence, the knowledge of how to perform the rites is kept secret and is practiced only in the direst 

of circumstances. 

 

The Soul Elements 

The souls in Saquel are not random. Every soul reflects one of the eight fundamental natures, which fit 

together like a puzzle when combined. Every full elf soul contains one soul from each category, and each 

category is strongly associated with a color and a series of foods. These colors and foods appear in various 

aspects of elven culture, ceremonies, and dress, as elves are strongly spiritual beings. Elves with particular 

aptitudes and skills are often possessed of strong soul elements in the corresponding categories. 
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Soul Element Associated Color Associated Foods 

Physicality (Uste) Red umami, hibiscus 

Scholasticism (Uan) White bland foods (bread, rice), effervescent drinks, 
(sparkling wine), white tea 

Emotional Intelligence 
(Gata) 

Blue sweet foods, juices, ice and fruit wines, Lambic 
beer 

Connection to Nature 
(Simoq) 

Green pungent and bitter foods (mustard greens, 
horseradish), herbaceous flavors (green peppers, 
herbs), green tea, absinthe 

Connection to Physical 
Location4 (Sho) 

Yellow salty foods,  white wine 

Strength of Personality 
(Vasque) 

Orange spicy foods (hot peppers), spiced tea 

Passion (Plos) Violet lavender, grapes, sour and tannic foods, red wine, 
black tea 

Magical Ability (Fleuq) Black smoky foods (smoked meats, peaty whiskey), 
coffee 

 

 

                                                
4 This can be the least clear of the elements for outsiders. The easiest way to think about this element is to 
consider farmers, who are often deeply tied to a place. They may also have strong nature affinities, but they 
are very connected to their specific land.  
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Souls and Aque 

Until recently, no one much considered what happens to Aque, (people with mixed elven and other 

parentage), when it comes to a soul. Historians have recorded that it appears Aque children do receive an 

elven soul on Soul Day, however, they receive a number of elements in proportion to their heritage.5 So a 

child with one full elf parent and one human parent would receive four elements of an elf soul, and there is 

no telling which elements they will receive. As such, elven heritage is meaningful on a soul-level down to 

one-eighth. Anything more diluted than that will not receive any soul elements, but those who do receive a 

piece of an elven soul may find themselves occasionally dreaming the memories of elves from long ago or 

long in the future and far away, with no context for whom or what they are seeing.  

 

Full elves in Nuenadé often see this partial construction of a soul as an outrage against their spirituality, 

especially since such souls will return to Saquel and full elves who have never traveled outside Nuenadé 

may find themselves with memories of another life in which they were Aque, or lived in other realms.6 

 

 

Want to see more? Back The Elven Renaissance on Kickstarter, launching on 15 February, 2022.  

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/mythscapades/the-elven-renaissance 

For questions, please email Kathleen at mythscapades@gmail.com  

                                                
5 Soul Day may provide the origins for some of the changeling lore, as children who are part elf and receive 
parts of an elven soul on this day may suddenly have a somewhat different temperament.  
6 How this may interact with your world’s concepts of spirits and souls is entirely up to you! How might 
human and elven pieces of a soul interact in a half-human, for instance? Do human souls come in singular 
entities, such that a half-human might have an entire human soul plus half of a full elf soul? Do human souls 
arrive at birth and so a child at Soul Day may suddenly change abruptly in temperament? It’s up to you! 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/mythscapades/the-elven-renaissance
mailto:mythscapades@gmail.com

